
Flix and chill
It was the first event of quiz club organised on 9th of feb in vltc.
The event was attended by 115 participants.
Our event was a general quiz for all the movie buffs,where we asked questions on hollywood
,bollywood and regional cinema.
The winners were Team Griffiths comprising of MNIT students Sanket,Tanishk and Shivansh.

Qryptic quest
Second event of quiz club for all the puzzle lovers out there in our institute.
Organised in vltc ,the event saw a a large participation of 182 students.
A sheet full of puzzles with a hidden final answer were provided to students and the first team to
reach to the answers by solving the sheet correctly were declared the winner.
The winners were Team Brotherhood.

Bharat Darshan
Organised in vltc on the evening of the opening day of blitz,the quiz comprised questions related
to heritage and culture of India.
It saw a good participation of 96 students and winners were Team Vasco comprising of
sophomores Pratyush and Rakshansh along with fresher Abhishek.

Quiz Pro Quo
General quiz based around the theme of Bournvita Quiz,comprising of 2 rounds preliminary and
stage round.
Organised in Vltc ,quiz was based around general and standard questions in quizzing,the event
was graced by 68 students.
Winners were Team Noir Ravens.

Hello Mr Musk
The following event attracted all the lovers of the wall street.
The quiz was based around business and finance questions and it saw a decent participation of
80 students.
Organised in Vltc ,the winners were Team Rhino.

What’s On Your Bookshelf
Over 100 bibliomaniacs from all over the institute graced this event with their due presence in
Vltc.
A very fun and one of its kind quiz based around questions on Indian and Western literature.
It was an easy win for Team Kalidasa comprising of Pratyush ,Shweta and Raghav who
declared themselves as ultimate bibliophiles.

22 Yards
Quiz event for all the cricket lovers ,organised in Vltc ,it saw a participation of 214 students.
Comprising of 2 rounds prelims and auction event.
Winners were Team Lara comprising of Bharghav ,Rajesh,Dheeraj and Santosh.



Around the world in 80 questions
The quiz was organised in vltc around questions related to world built heritage ,world capitals
and world flags ,it saw a participation of 100 students.
Winners were Team Magellan comprising of Abhishek and Pushkar.


